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History and Objectives.
The Central Bureau of Statistics was founded in 18?6 as an independent

statistical institute within the government administration„

The Bureau's

first Director, Mr. Kiaer, was a very progressive man who introduced what
we today probably would call area-sampling in the work of the Bureau and
also bought the first punched-card machines outside USA already in the
1890's and the 1900 Population Census was processed with the same type of
equipment as used in USA»

In connection with the punching, a control

scheme with great resemblance to the quality control procedures used today
was introduced„
The objectives of the Bureau has been to collect and process the
statistics needed by the Government and Parliament in performing their
duties as well as satisfying the general needs of the public for statistics
The name indicate that all statistical activities are centralized in the
Bureau, a few exceptions are left to confirm this general rule, but even
for these exceptions the Bureau controls the collection and publication,,
The legal foundation of the Bureau's work is given in a law from 1907„
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This law gives the Bureau a wide authorization to collect statistical
data, imposes all citizens to give requested information, but it also
guards the citizens by restricting the use of information obtained on
basis of this law to statistical purposes. The law has always been
strictly followed and highly respected and the result is good relations
between the Bureau and the public,,
In addition to the above mentioned objective, the Bureau is also
considering economic analysis and research as its task, and in addition
to compiling statistics, it also performs economic analyses for the
Ministry of Finance as well as for general information. The Bureau is
therefore both a producer and a user of statistics.

This two-sided

objective seems to be very valuable.
From about 15-20 employees in 1$?6, the Bureau has grown to about
300 today excluding census personnel the number of which may vary considerably, and sometimes nearly equal the number of persons employed,
ordinarily,. By means of modern equipment, these employees produce about
50 ordinary statistical volumes with an average of about 150 pages each
year, two monthly and one weekly bulletin, a varying number of short,
usually one page or less, statistical reports prepared each day particularly for the press and others interested.

In addition to these publi-

cations, more extraordinary reports are given in connection with censuses.
As a result of the work of the research department, an economic report is
issued each month and a more extensive report is prepared each year,
mainly for the Parliament, as well as monographs on special subjects.
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Organization
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The Bureau is organized, with one Division, as the head of all activities.
To assist him, he has three Assistant Directors and one Research Director.
Two of the Assistant Directors have as their particular field of responsibility the demographic and economic statistics, respectively, while the
third has systems and processing as his field. The Research Director
^x

directs the economic research activities.
The Bureau is divided into about twenty organizational units of which
about twelve are so large that they are called Divisions and headed by a
Chief of Division while the rest is usually called Groups„

The present

principle on which the organization is founded is a mixture of subjectmatter and functional organization.

There is a Division for each subject-

matter, but there are also Divisions and Groups for many specialized
functions which were previously performed within the subject-matter Division
such as planning, questionnaire and sampling design, register service and
maintenance, processing functions and general administrative services.
The development of new methods and processing equipment has contributed
to an increase in the number and size of the specialized organizational
units on behalf of the subject-matter Divisions.
This mixed organization creates certain problems in the definition
and performance of duties as well as in communication.
The Bureau has no field organization except for so-called correspondents,
in different places of the country who report on commodity prices in their
area needed in our indices.

The Bureau has neither any real district offices,

- 4 even though the local population registration offices in some respects
report to the Bureau.

Some of the punching is, however, performed in an

office which the Bureau has organized outside Oslo where the turnover
rate is much less than in the capital,,
3. Staff
The staff may be divided into two groups:

the academic and the non-

academic. By academic we mean that those classified in this group have a
University degree. About one-fourth of the employees belong to this group.
Traditionally most of the academic personnel are economists and today still
about 75 percent of the academic positions are filled with economists. One
reason for this was that until recently, economists were except for actuaries
the only given statistical training at University level,. Besides, the combination economics/statistics proved to give the personnel a very useful
knowledge to evaluate the need for as well as preparing the statistics, and
therefore the Bureau's work is very much influenced by the "user's point of
view.'
The number of economists who graduated from the University was approximately zero for several years in the 50's. Because of this and the technical
development, the number of economists in the Bureau has not increased, but
instead specially trained nonacademic personnel is now admitted to higher
positions previously reserved for economists.

This personnel is selected

among the nonacademic staff and trained through a one year course with
several hours of lectures each day within the Bureau.

Later, the parti-

cipants completing this course may have the opportunity to continue in a
second year course.

—
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These training courses have proved to be of great value and have
supplied the Bureau with well qualified substitutes for the academic
personnel in certain positions.
As mentioned above, the Bureau runs an office for punching about
100-200 miles away»

This office was originally established to do part

of the punching of the I960 Population Census because it was difficult to
maintain a punching staff on preliminary basis in Oslo0

The performance

and low turnover of the staff of this office proved to be so good that it
was decided to keep it as a permanent office transferring some of our
ordinary punching jobs.

This in spite of the extra cost of moving question-

naires and cards out to and in from this office.
Most of the staff works usual office hours. All personnel in the processing division must, however, work according to a two- or three-shift
schedul^and they were the first within the country to run their equipment
regularly on a twenty-four hour per day basis.
4. Equipment
The size of the statistical populations in Norway is not large enough
to justify very large equipment. So far, the Bureau has run a card-oriented
binary computer called DEUCE and a tape—oriented IBM 1401 on its own premises,
both extensively utilized., In addition, time has been rented on IBM 1410
and UNIVAC 1107 computers in the last year and the use of rented computer
time will be extended to include CDC 3600 from the middle of 1964.
The reason for this rental policy is mainly that the processing activities
will have to move out of the present building in a year or two and extension
of the Bureau's own processing capacity is postphoned until the processing
Division has moved into its permanent offices.

In addition to the computers, the Bureau runs ordinary punched card
machines, but it tries to run as much as possible of the work as computers
run to simplify the management, and obtain maximum utilization of the
computers purchased,, This means that to a certain degree the computers
are used as punched card equipment simulators and run;..on standard programs.
Even though this is no elegant solution, it is practical and has proved to
be the most efficient way to handle small data processing jobs.
5. Selected Problems
Even though the academic resources are rather limited, certain theoretical and methodological problems are discussed and worked on in addition
to the current work of the Bureau.

It would be impossible to give a

complete survey, and the following problems must be regarded as a sample,
perhaps also a very subjective one, of the problems in this field worked
on in the Bureau.
a. Statistical philosophy
¥e like to compare our statistical activity with a production process
into which we make certain inputs and after sometime get information products
in return.

As the Bureau's views are oriented much toward the users, the

optimum mix and size of the product subject to the cost and size of the
inputs is considered a main problem.
To discuss this problem, each statistical output is assumed to be
adequately described by four characteristics: the number of details specified,
the accuracy of the statistics, their actuality and the frequency of this
type of output, Weights are needed to compare these characteristics internally, between statistics and against inputs which are measured in physical
units as manhours, machine-hours, etc. and weighted by their cost prices.

By means of these concepts, we discuss allocation problems and
gain insight into these problems when facing the demand for statistical
information,
b.

Organization
The Bureau is considering the organizational structure as one of

the instruments by which the efficienty of the process may be influenced.
v-'

The organizational structures and their impact on the efficienty from pure
subject-matter organization to a pure, specialized, functional organization
have been studied and discussed under alternative assumptions about technical
development,, The advantages as well as disadvantages of the different forms
have been evaluated and so far the conclusion is that we will have to live
with some mixed form of organization for sometime even though it is
recognized that development of new methods and equipment may lead to a
specialized, functional organization in the future.

The main difficulties

associated with such a development are the problems of overall planning,
communication and coordination of the different projects which seem to
require some kind of a planning and control group,,
c»

Progress reporting and planning
A difficult problem in directing the work of a statistical office

is to establish the necessary plans and their budget implications early
enough to meet the constitutional budgeting requirements as well as controlling that the work is in progress as planned.
An extensive reporting system has been used for some time in the
Bureau and was recently extended to take care of the comparison between
planned and reported input as well as output. The output is measured by
indicators for the four types of characteristics mentioned above„

The system also includea a complete cost analysis as well as the
basis for making plans for the coming years.
d. PERT
Some work was done about two years ago in evaluating the possibility of using PERT in statistical work. Work was done to design a
standard network for

statistical projects as a framework within or on

which networks for specific jobs could be developed. Last year, it was
tried on an experimental basis in connection with the planning of the 1964
Census of Establishments, and the experimental results looked favorable,
but have not yet led to any further use of PERT scheduling,,
e. Name register and file statistics
A complete name and address register for all our about 3»6 million
*
d
in habitants is now being established and will be kept up-to-/ate on a current
basis on magnetic tapeso

Becuase of a relative low mobility and a tradi-

tionally well working report system on changes in the population, this is
no impossible problem.

Previously, this had been done for many years by

local population registers, but the decentralized form of the register was
difficult to utilize. Each person is now also given an identification number
which he or she will keep all through the life.
This register is established, controlled and maintained by the Bureau,
but it will also serve other government register needs and the identification
numbers will therefore be a general number used for any official identification
purpose, substituting all the special identification numbers used previously.
In

statistical work this number will of course be of great use when

analysis requires that information has to be retrieved from different branches
of statistics.

¥e have in fact been discussing the possible advantages of using

this number as a key to a statistical file system in which all information
about one person is always stored together as his life history, probably
in several levels of actuality,,
A similar register for establishments has been in use since the
1953 Census of Establishments, but neither its/identification numbers nor
its use has such general application as is expected for the population
register.

In both cases the questionnaires will of course be automatically

addressed from the registers.
f. Editing
As far as our equipment permits, the Bureau performs automatic
editing of data in all branches of its activity because we think it is
both more efficient and consistent than the manual editing we can afford.
We have, however, been worried about the simulation of "the consistent
clerk's editing" which seems to be an usual approach. We have therefore
discussed the possibility of constructing a more satisfactory theoretical
basis for this work and have tried to initiate others with more resources
to do research in this field. In the Bureau, we have in a very small scale
tried to evaluate different editing methods subject to certain very simplified
assumptions about structures and distributions by an emperical, simulation approach
which at least has given more insight into the problems than we had previously.
g0

Estimation
The aim of the editing is to detect and connect errors in data in

order to obtain statistics in our table cells satisfying certain accuracy
requirements. Another and quite different approach has also been studied
and applied in connection with the estimation of the statistics.

This

approach assumes that there exists a basic structure between the variable
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tabulated and the classification variables in the front and the head of the
table and that the errors can be assumed to have zero expected value but
not necessarily a small variance. Instead of sorting and tabulating, the
unbiased point estimators for each cell a regression of the variable to be
tabulated on the one, two or more classification variables is computed and
the estimates for each class derived from this«

Compared with ordinary

estimates, such tabulation has obviously the advantage of making use of the
observations outside the class --for which the number is estimated,
h,

h. Seasonal adjustment
As most statistical offices, the Bureau has been discussing and

performed seasonal adjustment on it-smonthly statistical indicators. The
adjustment has been performed by means of our own computer programs, one
of which is very similar, but not as general as the one used here at the
Census Bureau.

There is, however, disagreement about the basic assumptions

of the different methods partly because of the econometric oriented personnel
and an economic model approach has been indicated as an alternative.
i. Simulation studies
An extension of the editing simulation model has been discussed in
which different collection, editing, storing, retrieving, tabulating and
information service methods can be studied simultaneously when a statistical
office with limited resources serves specified dynamic populations with given
information needs about its own state and development. Such a model will lend
itself to the study of the effect of alternative statistical production plans
on the different statistics expressed by their characteristics and on the use
of resources. Further, in the next stage, the significance of statistics

with different characteristics for the population's development may be
studied under different assumptions and alternative statistical programs
may be evaluated.
As mentioned above, these problems do not represent all projects we
are working on in the field of methodology and development, there are others
in the fields of sampling, programming and operation systems.

The above

comments should therefore be regarded as more representative for my own
interests at the moment than for the Bureau's.

